
 Prep: Spring 2 
This half term your child will be set a homework project for Art, PE and PSHE.  

 
 

Art  

Your child will be enquiring into how to create a selfie design. Students will be expected to research selfie/ portrait 

artwork and analyse which artists they like and why. They then will have to plan their own selfie (self portrait) 

through planning, sketching and testing different materials and media.  

 

Students have been asked to look at proportion, shading, and shape of facial features to grasp the structure of the 

portrait. This will help prepare them for GCSE by encouraging students to understand the planning and 

experimenting involved when creating art work. Students are encouraged to reflect any challenges they find through 

annotation and to describe the steps they took to create their work. 

  

The students have been advised to break down the project into the following small tasks: 

 Research portrait artists. 

 Plan three different portrait designs/ compositions in pencil. 

 Begin their portrait (chosen design). 

 Continue using detail, shading/ blending within their portrait. 

  Annotate all the work to reflect their thoughts and the processes they took along the way.  

 

PE 

Your child will be enquiring into the rules of sports currently studied this year at Mayfield and some successful 

performers in the games today. 

 

Students have been asked to look at the rules and regulations. This will help prepare them for GCSE by allowing 

them to read an official in depth version of the rules and regulations for sports currently available to be graded on for 

their GCSE. 

  

The students have been advised to break down the project into the following small tasks: 

 Outline their experience in sport and what they would hope to achieve in their PE lessons. 

 Investigate rules of the sport 

 For the chosen sport find the playing area dimensions and regulations for kit and equipment. 

 For that chosen sport create a player profile for a successful performer. Complete the same for a team 

including any achievements from the past. 
 

 



 PSHE 

 
Your child will be enquiring into the importance of maintaining a healthy and balanced diet and investigating the 

food and nutrients needed in order to achieve a healthy diet.  Students will also be exploring ways to make a healthy 

diet interesting and appealing by designing a healthy meal and packaging. 

  

Students have been asked to practise their research and literacy skills. This will help prepare them for GCSE by 

giving them the opportunity to read larger volumes of information and condense their findings into clear, concise 

summaries in order to make a clear, relevant and developed point.  This will enable them to build the skills required 

within many GCSE courses.  The research element of the task will allow students to build the independence and 

resilience needed in all subjects.      

  

The students have been advised to break down the project into the following small tasks: 

 Introduction.  Explain why healthy eating is important, what the food groups are and how healthy their diet 

is.  

  Researching five important nutrients.  Drawing and labelling these and explain the benefits of 

them.  Explain the effect on the body of not having these.  

 Write a PEE paragraph about the ‘5 a day’ recommendation, giving examples of foods and explain the 

benefits of these. 

  Designing three healthy meals. 

  Designing appropriate packaging for one of the meals from task 4.   

  
 

General guidance for parents 

 

The teacher will provide your son/daughter with individual deadlines and talk through the task in lesson 

time.  

All information is available on Moodle including differentiated worksheets, extension tasks, a mark 

scheme and help resources. 

Homework must be handwritten. 

Homework club runs afterschool between 3-4pm to support students and help them access resources. 

The Moodle webpage can be accessed through the main school page or directly at 

moodle.mayfield.portsmouth.sch.uk/moodle 

Students should spend half an hour completing homework for each subject each week  

 

 

The below chart outlines common problems a student might face and how to overcome them 

What your child might say… Guidance 

‘I can’t log onto Moodle…’ Your child should contact their ICT teacher. 

‘I can’t work out how to find things on Moodle…’ Your child should attend Homework club. 

‘I don’t understand the task…’ Your child needs to speak to the subject teacher. 

‘I’m falling behind with my deadlines…’ Your child needs to speak to their tutor. 

 

Should the issue not be resolved or your child continue to struggle then please contact the Head of House. 


